Introduction
Reuse of software code fragments by copy/paste/edit is a common software development practice that leads to a large number of similar code segments, or code clones, in software systems [1, 15] . Code clones can cause problems for software maintenance and evolution [8, 12] , making them a popular topic in software comprehension [11] .
In the following paper, we introduce a method for using existing Information Retrieval methods such as Independent Component Analysis to analyse vector representations of software methods. The vector representations of a software package can be examined for their proximity to each other, where the distance between any two vectors can be considered a measure of their similarity. It can be reasoned that if the initial matrix representation contains enough information about the syntactic structure of the methods, the vector representation will be sufficient to predict the similarity of methods to one another.
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [3, 7] is a blind signal separation technique that separates a set of input signals into statistically independent components. The primary difference between ICA and Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is that instead of focusing on signals that are simply decorrelated, ICA extracts signals that are mutually independent of one another. This is a stronger bound, and when used in a domain like program comprehension, can ensure a stronger difference between the extracted signals, and a correspondingly stronger similarity between fragments with similar signal profiles. ICA involves the factorization of a source matrix comprised of a set of mixed data signals into two new matrices. One of the matrices describes a number of independent components, and the other is a mixing matrix that holds information about how the independent components themselves were combined to produce the original set of mixed signals.
Background
Latent Semantic Indexing (or Latent Semantic Analysis, as it is also commonly referred to) was introduced in 1990, and was described as a way to take advantage of higherorder structure in the association of terms with documents in order to improve the detection of relevant documents on the basis of terms found in queries [4] . These term-associations can be interpreted as the semantic structure of the document set. By assuming that some latent semantic structure exists in a set of documents, the problem of term association can be treated as a statistical problem. While LSI has been tremendously useful, it operates under a slightly weaker statistical bound than another IR technique, Independent Component Analysis (ICA).
ICA is a blind source separation method designed to extract the statistically independent components of a nonGaussian source signal. It is described by the equation x = As, and factors an original data matrix x into a transformation, or mixing matrix, referred to as A, and a source signal matrix s, where the extracted independent signals are stored. If x is an m×n matrix, and we are interested in k independent signals, A will be an m×k matrix, and s will be k×n [17] .
The original example of ICA as a technique is the idea of a set of microphones hung over a crowded room, wherein a number of people are engaged in conversations. If we examine the set of data obtained from the microphones, the focus on statistical independence rather than decorrelation allows ICA to isolate the original source signals, and individual voice data for each of the attendees can be recovered.
Our previous work in this area [5] has shown that individual concepts found in software can be isolated using We use the following definitions throughout, which are clarified here for convenience.
• Method-token matrix: The matrix generated from the input source code, where each row corresponds to a single function, method, or code block, and each column corresponds to the presence of a token in that code. For example, we expect to see a 1 at position M ij if the ith method in our source contains the jth token in an ordered list of tokens that span the corpus. This is also known as a document-term matrix.
• Vector space: An n-dimensional space in which representations of the code blocks we analyse are stored. Initially, n is set to the number of non-unique tokens spanning the input corpus, as each axis in the vector corresponds to the presence of a token. We run ICA on a matrix with reduced dimensions, and for ease of visualization, we plot the final matrix points in a threedimensional space.
• Nearest neighbour score: The distance between a point and its nearest neighbour. For our purposes, this is a metric that can be used as the likelihood that a method has a clone. If two points are close, it is likely that those methods are very syntactically or semantically similar. Conversely, if two points have a very large nearest neighbour score, they do not share similar features, and are probably not clones of one another.
Method
In order to identify the most similar code blocks in our source data, we take the following steps:
• Construct a method-token matrix using the non-unique tokens found in our source code.
• Reduce the dimensionality of our matrix using SVD.
• Apply ICA to our reduced matrix, and save the results.
• Generate a new matrix based on ICA's valuation of the token relevance in order to identify the points in the new vector space that correspond to our input data.
• Calculate the nearest neighbour scores of each method using the previous matrix.
The source package to be analysed is segmented by method (or any other code fragment unit), and a list of the non-unique tokens used across the application is generated. We define non-unique tokens as those tokens that appear more than once, and therefore can contribute to some correlation between methods. A method-token matrix is generated from the application methods and the list of non-unique tokens. The presence of a token is represented by the value 1, and the absence of a token by the value -1.
To provide an example of the method-token matrix we use as input, consider the following example. We have five input documents (or methods, when parsing source code), named s 1 through s 5 . In total, there are six tokens used in the input, of which five are non-unique. Since the token 'a' is only used in s 2 , it is only relevant for s 2 and can be omitted, as it is outside the scope of tokens we are interested in using in our comparison. tokens = {all, ate, dog, fleas, football, game, has, my, team, that, the, turkey, ukelele, won} non − unique = {dog, fleas, has, my, that, the}
Our input matrix, here referred to as x flea , will necessarily be a 5×6 matrix, with the five rows representing the input documents s 1 through s 5 , and the six columns representing the non-unique tokens above in the order they are encountered when parsing the input documents. It may help to think of the application of SVD and ICA as a way of remapping the original matrix into a new vector space, where each axis corresponds to some mathematically significant concept or feature found in the original matrix. It is important to note that the use of ICA over a technique like LSI results in statistically independent components, and should result in axes that are more unique than those generated from components that are merely decorrelated. Another interesting way to consider the results is to map to three dimensions and to plot the results; we do this to identify clusters visually that may be clone groups, along with outliers that are unlikely to have similar blocks of code.
In this application, the most useful application of this new data is the similarity between the documents in our original matrix. By using ICA to map our source matrix into a reduced vector space, with axes that correspond to some mathematically derived and independent feature of the data, we can then use the results to see how close each method is to each other one. LSI itself uses SVD transform the original document-term matrix into a decomposition of matrices used to identify relationships between the source data. We take a similar approach here.
ICA is defined above as x = As. If the rows and columns of x are documents and tokens, and the rows and columns of s are signals and tokens, we can generate a new document value matrix DV using the following equation:
The logic for this comes from the fact that ICA has done the work of figuring out which terms are semantically close. By taking the product of our source matrix with raw token availability and our derived signal-token matrix, the relationship between methods becomes apparent.
It is from this document value matrix that other LSIrelated activities like querying can be performed. We have demonstrated in previous research [5, 6] how each axis corresponds to some independent concept, and can be used individually to show which sections of code correspond to After the matrix x flea above has been processed using ICA, we generate the document value matrix, here called DV flea , which looks like this: 
If we treat each row as a distinct point in threedimensional space, the distance between each of these points gives us the similarity of each document to the others. In this case, we can show each source document, and each of the nearest neighbours with their scores. In this way we get an ordered list of related documents spanning the entire range of the document set.
The strings and their nearest neighbours can be seen in Figure 2 . Each score is the Euclidean distance between the points in three-dimensional space. The dimensionality of the space is somewhat subjective, and we have chosen to use three dimensions here to better display the meaning of the results visually. As an example, Figure 3 shows how the points map when plotted as vectors. By plotting in three dimensions, we get an immediate sense of the placement of the points relative to each other. As ICA enforces a strong statistical bound on the axes, we expect to see points that are quite distinct from one another. This is demonstrated by the significantly different orientations of the vectors.
The meaning of these results is as follows. By applying ICA to the original method-token matrix generated from our input source code, we can derive a matrix DV that represents the strength of each document in a new vector space. The rows of DV can be plotted as points in this vector space, and the Euclidean distance between any two points can be interpreted as a measure of their similarity, since each axis in this new space corresponds to the strength of some statistically independent concept. 
Results
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we look at how well it identifies clones in the Linux kernel directory (hereafter referred to as kernel). This source code is developed in C, and spans nearly 40,000 SLOC. The source is segmented into 2731 individual methods, and was preprocessed to only include tokens greater than three characters in length. 9327 tokens were extracted, of which 6828 appeared more than once. The time needed to perform ICA and to generate our results for kernel is approximately one minute on a standard desktop machine.
If two methods are found to be very similar, the points in three-dimensional space derived from applying ICA to our input matrix will be extremely close. Since we are treating each signal in the matrix derived from ICA as some conceptual meaning, it means that for whatever those concepts are determined to be, the two methods share that similarity. In our tests, this has frequently (but not necessarily) demonstrated itself by correlating to some subset of the code functionality. For example, it may be the case that one signal has high values for methods that handle memory management. These conceptual axes are determined automatically when ICA is applied, and are not seeded or predetermined by the person analysing the matrices.
While it is not true that in any example, a score below a certain constant threshhold is a definite identifier of a clone, there is a very clear ordering in structure that can be observed when looking at the matches. A nearest neighbour score for a point in the first percentile means that the code fragment represented by that point is within the top one percent of potential clone candidates.
A sample clone, as indicated by its nearest neighbour score, is the method source load seen in Figure 4 . When we have calculated the distances between the source load point and every other point corresponding to methods in our source code, it can be seen that the point for the target load method is extremely close. Visually, these methods share a great deal of similarity, and the only differences are in the method name and in the usage of min or max. Figure 5 is an interesting example, as there is a great deal of structural similarity, but several key semantic differences. In both cases, the entry variable is declared and static int __init kallsyms_init (void) struct proc_dir_entry * entry; entry = create_proc_entry ("kallsyms", 0444, NULL); if (entry) entry->proc_fops = &kallsyms_operations; return 0; static int __init ioresources_init (void) struct proc_dir_entry * entry; entry = create_proc_entry ("ioports", 0, NULL); if (entry) entry->proc_fops = &proc_ioports_operations; entry = create_proc_entry ("iomem", 0, NULL); if (entry) entry->proc_fops = &proc_iomem_operations; return 0; Figure 5 . Tenth Percentile Nearest Neighbour assigned using create proc entry, a comparison is made to proc fops, and the value 0 is returned. However, a different string value and file system mode is given, different constants are used, and the proc fops comparison is made twice in ioresources init. These methods are probably not clones of each other, and we have no reason to assume that a nearest neighbour score in the tenth percentile would indicate a clone in kernel, but as a similar pair, they have been determined to be more alike than 90% of the other methods in the source code. It seems like a fair claim, when looking at the actual structure of the two methods in question.
We believe this is one of the interesting strengths of this method; it may not provide a boolean truth test for whether or not two blocks of code are clones of each other, but it can provide an estimate on the likelihood that the methods are clones relative to the rest of the source, with great certainty.
Although it is true that a number of methods have very low nearest neighbour scores, there is often a very marked difference between the nearest neighbour and the second nearest neighbour (or rather, between potential clones and the non-clone pairs). In fact, for the kernel example, scores beyond the nearest neighbour often jump up by factors of a thousand. If the distance between a first percentile match is 0.001, the second nearest neighbour will often have a score around 3.0 or 5.0. Again, these are relative scores, but the points that are not considered similar are considerably farther apart than those that are considered potential clones.
This phenomenon continues on throughout the analysis, and means that the relative scores need not act as a hindrance against determining which code fragments are clones. Although it is not possible to give a magic number that acts as a cutoff value when identifying clones by their nearest neighbour scores for all inputs, we can demonstrate that a meaningful gap appears between a source point and any non-clone points.
By analysing the nearest neighbour score for each method, we can also identify outliers that are far away from other methods, and therefore bad candidates for clone matching. Although the nearest neighbour distance score is subjective between corpora, it is not unreasonable to say that the values that are farthest apart can be excluded outright. Common culprits for outliers that match very poorly with other methods are usually large singular functions that could arguably benefit from being refactored themselves. It is not the case that overuse of tokens in a method will result in high similarity scores to other methods; rather, the absence of tokens shared between two methods will adversely affect the distance score.
Related Work
ICA has been used successfully in natural language topic detection, by considering each extracted signal as a topic [2, 9] . In previous work we have used the technique successfully to segment large document sets in the same way, identifying major topics [6] . Recently we have experimented with using ICA for concept analysis in software systems [5] , leading to the present work.
Clone detection is a popular area with a wide range of methods proposed [1, 10, 16] . The work closest to our is possibly that of Marcus and Maletic [13, 14] who have applied latent semantic indexing (LSI) to find similar code segments. However, their approach limits the tokens to identifiers and comments, ignoring keywords and structural symbols, whereas ours ignores comments and depends on keywords, yielding a more structure-oriented result.
The cleaned and pretty-printed function/method source documents used in our work are taken from a repository created by Roy and Cordy in their work on analysis of function clones in large scale open source systems [15] .
Conclusion and Future Work
Using a technique like ICA appears to work well at identifying similar methods in source code, without any required built-in knowledge about program language or syntax. By mapping the methods to vectors using a method-token matrix and applying ICA to extract the statistically independent components that correspond to the original dataset, we can use a distance metric to determine how similar the original methods are to each other. Further, this gives us a way to estimate the possibility that these methods might be clones of one another.
The size of the matrices determined has been problematic, and running ICA on a matrix with several hundreds of thousands of methods can be prohibitive. We are looking at ways to reduce the size of the data in a meaningful way in order to tackle the problem of extremely large sets of data.
Additionally, in this work we have focused on a raw distance metric rather than cosine similarity; looking at the vector space using the cosine distance might help isolate similar features found in methods, as opposed to the overall similarity of each document. We have used a similar approach previously in order to identify conceptually-related methods [5, 6] .
